Abstract. In this paper we introduce some new sequence spaces by using a sequence of moduli F = (fk), give some topological properties and inclusion relations related to these sequence spaces. We also give the /3-dual of [c, F,p]00(A m ).
Introduction
Let u> be the set of all sequences of real or complex numbers and ¿oo, c and Co be the linear spaces of bounded, convergent and null sequences x = (xfc) with complex terms, respectively, normed by IMloo = SU Pl :r fcl k where k G N = {1,2,...}, the set of positive integers.
A sequence x = (xk) G too is said to be almost convergent if all its Banach limits coincide [9] . Lorentz proved that if limn ^ x k+s exists, uniformly in s, then x = (x^ is almost convergent. The set of all almost convergent sequences is denoted by c: 1 n c = {x = (xk) : lim -) Xk+s exists, uniformly in s}.
n n 1 ' k= 1 Maddox [10] , [12] has defined a sequence x = (xk) to be strongly almost convergent to a number L if 1 n lim -> -L\ = 0, uniformly in s. Nanda [15] Et and Bekta § [5] and Tripathy et al. [17] .
/ is continuous from the right at 0. Maddox [13] and Ruckle [16] defined the sequence space
for a modulus /, where X is a sequence space. After then Kolk [7, 8] gave an extension of X(f) by considering a sequence of moduli F = (f k ), i.e.,
Let / be a modulus function and p = (p k ) be any sequence of strictly positive real numbers. Then Et [4] defined the sequence spaces The following inequality will be used throughout this paper. Let p = (pk) be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers with 0 < pk < suppt = H and let C = max (l, 2 H_1 ) , then for a^, bk € C, the set of complex numbers, we have (1) \ak + bk\?« <C{\ak\^ + \bk\P"}.
[11]
•
Main results
In this part, using a sequence of a moduli F = (fk), we define some new sequence spaces, give some topological properties and some inclusion relations between these spaces. DEFINITION 2.1. Let F -(fk) be a sequence of moduli and p = (pk) be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers. We define the following sequence sets [c,F,p] Proof is easy so we omit it.
is a paranormed (need not to be totally paranormed) space with
where M = max(l, sup pk).
, so one may see that
It is trivial that A m xk+S = 0 for x = (0). Since fk(0) = 0, we get GA(X) = 0 for x = (0). Since ^ < 1 for each k and M > 1, using the Minkowski's inequality and definition of modulus function, we have + GA(y). Hence GA(x) is subadditive. Finally, to check the continuity of multiplication, let us take any complex number A. By definition of modulus function we have
where K\ is an integer such that |A| < K\. Now let A -> 0 for any fixed x with Ga{X) 0. By definition of modulus function for |A| < 1, we have (2) -£ [/fc(|AA™*fc+s|)P < e for n > N{e). 71 f * n fc=i Also, for 1 < n < N, taking A small enough, since modulus function is continuous, we have
Now (2) and (3) 
(i") supn I ELitfk(t)] Pk < oo for all t > 0. 
Proof. It is trivial that (i) implies (ii). Let (ii) hold and suppose that (iii

Then x € [c,p]0(A m ), but by (5), x <£ [c,F,p]0c(A m ) which contradicts (ii). Hence (iii) must hold. Therefore (ii) implies (iii). Let (iii) hold and x G [c,p]oo(A m ). Suppose that x <£ [c, F,p]00(A m ). Then we have (6) sup±£[/fc(|A m xfc+8|)r = CX).
Let |A m a:fe+s| = t for each k and fixed s. Then by (6) sup -¿[A(T)R = oo, which contradicts (iii). Hence (i) must hold. Thus (iii) implies (i). This completes the proof. THEOREM 2.6. Let 1 < pk < SUPFCPFC < oo. Then, for a sequence F = (fk) of moduli, the following statements are equivalent:
Proof, (i) implies (ii) is obvious.
(ii) implies (iii). Let (ii) hold and suppose that (iii) does not hold. Then for some t > 0 jt=i and therefore there exists an increasing sequence (rij) of positive integers such that (7) ¿EiA(or<7,< = i,2,....
Tli X 1 k=1
Define the sequence x = (xk) such that £mx _ f *> 1 < fc < n<, * = 1,2,... and [c,F,q}(A m )c[c,F,p}(A m 
